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Introduction 

The practice of electrical engineering presents numerous problems 
involving the determination of the electromagnetic field and impedance of 
adjacent, parallel, sinusoidally excited, coupled conductors with arbitrary 
cross section. There is no analytical method for taking either the arbitrary cross 
section or the effect of proximity into account. 

Calculation of the electromagnetic field of even a single conductor of 
other than circular cross section presents difficulties, a problem solved by 
Altshuler [llJ using numerical approximation, a collocational method. 
Unfortunately, approximate functions applied in the field outside the 
conductor, behaved unsuitably in infinity. For the case ofa single conductor, a 
more exact solution by variational method is found in [8]. The analytic method 
fails in taking the proximity effect, i.e. the influence of the current of one 
conductor on the current density of the other conductor into account. The non
uniform current density in a single conductor, is due to the magnetic field of the 
current of the conductor. In the case of two or more adjacent conductors, the 
current density of one conductor depends not only on the magnetic field of its 
own current, but also on those of the other conductors. No solution by 
analytical methods is found in the literature even for the case of circular cross 
section. 

This paper, a development of [8J, presents a numerical method based on 
variational calculus, suitable for calculating the electromagnetic field and the 
inner impedance of conductors with arbitrary cross section, subject to steady
state excitation, taking the proximity effect into account. Fundaments of the 
applied variational calculus are found in [1, 3, 6, 8]. 
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Field equations 

Let us consider two adjacent, parallel, coupled conductors, with arbitrary 
cross section and finite conductivity a, carrying sinusoidal current of angular 
frequency ev (Fig. 1). 

x 

Fig. 1 

Maxwell's equations are written for a charge-free field, using complex 
peak values of the field intensities: 

rot H=Je (1) 

rot E= -jevB (2) 

divD=O (3) 

div B=O (4) 

B=,uH; D=eE (5) 

Je = aE + jeveE (6) 

where Je is electrical current density. Using vector potential 

B=rot A (7) 

as usual, leads to the differential equation: 

rot rot A + jev(,ua + jev,ue)A - grad div A = 0, (8) 
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taking Lorentz's condition 

div A= -(J1(J+jw/u!.)cp (9) 

into account (cp is the scalar potential). We note that in the literature the 
equation 

JA - jW(J1(J + jWJ18)A = 0 (10) 

is usual, which can be derived from (8), using 

rot rot A = grad div A - JA (11) 

Equation (8) is convenient for the variational calculus. 
Solving Eq. (8) to meet the boundary conditions yields the vector 

potential, leading, in turn, to the magnetic induction vector from Eq. (7), the 
electric field intensity being: 

E = 1. grad div A - jwA . 
J1(J + } W J18 

(12) 

The application of numerical methods for low frequencies presents a 
computing difficulty. Namely, inside the conductor the current density is: 

J = -jw(JA (13) 

(div A = 0). Since J is finite and J + 0 throughout the cross section for w~o, 
vector potential A tends to infinity. For solving this problem, the electromagnet
ic field is considered as sum of two fields: 

A=A'+A" (14) 

q>=cp' +cp (15) 

B=B' +B" (16) 

E=E'+E". (17) 
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This decomposition should meet the following relationships: 

rot H' =Je'; rot E' =0 

div D' =0; div B' =0 

and 

rot H" = Je"; rot E" = - jcvB" - jcvB' 

div D" =0; div Boo =0 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Eqs (18) to (20) are seen to contain magnitudes with a single comma superscript 
and the electrical field to be irrotational as against Eqs (21) to (23). The 
irrotational electric field generates a time-dependent, but steady-state magnetic 
field, since the timely variation of the magnetic field does not generate 
stationary electrical field E' . Magnetic field H' generaters electric field E' (it is 
called eddy-current field) which modifies the distribution of both field E' and of 
the current density. Field characteristics with comma superscript yield the 
direct current solution at zero frequency gradually modified by the eddy
current field E" for increasing frequencies. The arising field can be imagined 
superposition of frequency-varying eddy-current field on the zero frequency 
stationary field at each frequency. Obviously, the eddy-current field tends to 
zero at low frequencies. In reality, the two fields do not exist separately the 
above conception is merely a physical interpretation of the mathematical 
decomposition. 

Accordingly, the problem is solved in two steps. The first step is to solve 
the problem of a time-dependent, but stationary electromagnetic field (Eqs (18) 
to (20)). The second step is to solve the eddy-current field generated by magnetic 
field intensity H' (excitation to be called below magnetic displacement current 
density). 

Differential equation of the vector potential A' : 

(24) 

involving 

(25) 
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The current density is uniform inside and zero outside the conductors. So Je' 
can be considered as a known scalar parameter, the stationary and the eddy
current fields linearly depend on. 

Differential equation for the eddy-current field is (similar to (8)): 

rot rot A" + jW(J.J.(J + jW/18)A" - grad div A" = 

(26) 

taking Lorentz's condition 

(27) 

into account. Equation (26) is an inhomogeneous wave equation for A" , 
involving excitation - jW(j1(J + jW/18)A'. For W~O also vector potential A" 
tends to zero. (This fact also shows that the current density tends to uniform at 
low frequencies.) 

The previous considerations are applied to calculate the field of the 
conductors shown in Fig. 1. A travelling wave in direction Z with propagation 
coefficient y is presumed. Supposing the vector potential to point to Z and 
separating to products of a part depending on Z and of another part depending 
on the coordinates of the transversal plane we get: 

(28) 

yielding the differential equation of vector potential A; : 

rott rottA; = j1Je' , (29) 

where 
A;=ezA;(x1 , xz) (30) 

Je' =ezJo , (31) 

Xl' X z are coordinates of the transversal plane and J 0 is uniform inside and zero 
outside the conductor. rott denotes a special curl operation: it contains only 
derivatives with respect to Xl and Xz • Similarly, the differential equation for 
vector potential A" is: 

= - jW(/1(J + jW/18)A;, (32) 
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where 

Introducing the square of the propagation coefficient g2 as follows: 

we get: 

where g is the propagation coefficient in the transversal plane. 
Inside the conductor 

..,,2""0 
{ '" , 

so 
g2~p2 

and 
" 2" 2' rotl rotl Al - P Al = P Al 

Outside the conductor, except at very high frequencies: 

hence 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

Outside the conductor the displacement current density is neglected, therefore 
the approximation holds for relatively low frequencies. In heavy current 
engineering this is suitable because in air the relationship w2 

f.1e« Wf.16 holds at 
relatively high frequencies. 

As a conclusion, presuming uniform current density J 0 inside the 
conductor, differential equations 

(42) 
and 

(43) 

have to be solved for the vector potential A; and for the field outside the 
conductor, respectively. Knowing A;, differential equations 

(44) 
and 

(45) 
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have to be solved for vector potential A;' inside and outside the conductor, 
respectively. In the knowledge of A; and A;' the resultant vector potentials and 
the field intensities can be determined as: 

Ar=A;+A;' (46) 
and 

A =Ate- Yz (47) 

as well as: 
B=rot A, (48) 

10 . 
E= -ez-JwA 

0' 
(49) 

The solution has to satisfy the continuity conditions on the boundary between 
inner and outer regions both for the stationary and the eddy-current fields, 
requiring continuity between tangential components of the electric and the 
magnetic field intensities. We note that owing to the approximations applied to 
the propagation coefficients, continuity of the tangential component of the 
electrical field intensity is equivalent to the continuity of the vector potential. In 
the following this latter will be used. 

Solution by variational method 

According to the above, differential equations of the form 

(50) 

are seen to refer to both A; and A;' inside and outside the conductors. Inside the 
conductor g2 = p2 and outside the conductor g2 = O. For the stationary field 
J = ezJo and for the eddy-current field J = p2 A;. The Fourier separation 
applied, reduces the problems to two-dimensional. 

The studied region is divided into two subregions: those inside and 
outside the conductor. The effect of the outer field upon the inner field is taken 
with a surface current density K into account, regarded to be known for the 
inner region. So, inside the conductor an inhomogeneous Neumann boundary 
condition problem is to be solved. In the outer region a homogeneous Laplace 
equation is to be solved under Dirichlet boundary condition such as prescribed 
by the inner potential function for the boundary line between the two regions. 

According to variational calculus, the solution of differential equation 
(50) under an inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condition for the tangential 

2 Periodic. Polytechnic. El. 25,4 
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component of the magnetic field intensity is the vector potential for which the 
first variation with respect to A~ of the functional 

W= f[ - ~ rottAtrottA~-g2AtA~+J1JA~JdS+ 
s 

(51) 

+ f J1KA~dl 
I 

is zero. (See references [1, 3, 6, 8]. The mark "*,, denotes conjugation.) 
The vector potential is approximated by the linear combination of the 

elements of an entire real function set: 

n 

At = L hak=f+a (52) 
k=l 

where f and a are column vectors of n elements, the k-th element of f is the k-th 
element of the function set and a contains the complex parameters to be 
determined. Substituting into functional (51) it becomes a multi-parameter 
function of a: 

W(a) = f [ -rottf+a rottf+a* -g2f+af+a* + 
s 

(53) 

+ J1Jf+a*J ds+fJ1Kf*a*dl 
I 

Formal extremization of functional (53) with respect to a* leads to the 
approximate vector potential function, closest satisfying differential equation 
(50) and the boundary conditions for the given number of parameters in a [1, 4, 
6, 7, 8J, yielding, in turn, a set of linear equations for a: 

Aa=b (54) 

where 

A = - f rottfrottf+ ds - f g2ff+ ds (55) 
• s 

b= - f J1Jfds-f J1Kfdl 
s I 

(56) 
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Solving Eq. (54), the approximate vector potential function can be derived 
using Eq. (52). 

The above are applied to a symmetrical pair of coupled conductors seen in 
Fig. 1. The field outside the conductor can be written according to the 
superposition principle, as sum of the fields generated by the two conductors. 
Owing to symmetry, functions of both vector potential generated by currents of 
the two conductors coincide in both coordinate systems. The arrangement is 
symmetrical about the x axis, so it is sufficient to study the region y > O. Owing 
to the symmetry to the y axis, it is sufficient to study one of the conductors. 

Fig. 2 

For the outer region, a homogeneous equation is valid, therefore, it is 
expedient to choose an approximate set offunctions where all terms satisfy the 
differential equation (harmonic functions) and behave suitable in infinity. Thus, 
it is not necessary to apply the variational method to the outer region. The 
coefficients of the set offunctions are determined from the continuity condition 
of the vector potential. In the inner region according to the above 
considerations, the effect of the outer field on the inner one is taken into 
account by a surface current density K generating the inner field, equalling the 
tangential component of the magnetic field on the surface of the conductor 
(Fig. 2). So the vector potential in the outer region is: 

(57) 

where «1) and «2) are column vectors contammg the elements of the 
approximate function set, in the coordinate systems (1) and (2), respectively. 
(Subscript k refers to the outer region.) For the inner region, the vector 
potential is: 

(58) 

where column vector rb contains the elements of the approximate function set in 
coordinate system (1). (Subscript b refers to the inner region.) The functional to 

2* 
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be extremized is for the inner region: 

W(ab , ak) = J [ - rottfb+ ab rottf; at-
s 

- p2f; ab f; a6]ds + J jLJ f; at ds + 
s 

+ ~ rott(f(1) + +[<2)+) x nakf; atdl 
I 

(59) 

(5 is the conductor cross section). The condition of the formal extremum is: 

From Eq. (60) a set of linear equations is derived: 

where 

A= - J [rottfbrottf; + p2fbfnds 
s 

B = ~ fbrot (f(l)+ +f(2)+) x odl 
I 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

Equation (61) yields condition for ab' Coefficients ak , are determined from the 
boundary condition of vector potential continuity on curve l. This can be 
approximated by using the least square error integral method. such as: 

~ [(f(l)+ +f(2)+)ak-f;abJ [(f(1) + +f<2)+)ar-f;at]dl= 
I 

=mln. 
a/i 

(65) 
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From the minimum condition (65), with respect to at: 

where 

F
k

= ~(f<1)+f(2))(f(1)+f(2)+)dl 
I 

Fb= - ~(f(1)+f(2))fb+dl 
I 

Eqs (61) and (66) yield parameters ab and ak . 
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(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

Accordingly, the course of the solution is: 1. A uniform current density J 0 = 
= 1, (P2 = 0) inside the conductor is presumed to obtain stationary field 
intensities. 2. For calculating the eddy-current components, the value of J has 
to be calculated from the stationary vector potential: 

Hence 

b = - J jWf1(jfb f; a~)ds 
s 

instead of (56) and 

delivers the eddy-current field. Characteristics of the resultant field are: 

The resultant current of the conductor: 

1= J [ez-jwf; (j(a~+a;)Jds 
s 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 
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Knowing the field intensities, the inner impedance of the conductor can be 
derived by using the Poynting vector as: 

~ (Eb x H6)dl 

Zb = I 1112 

Example 

(78) 

These results have been applied to a pair of coupled conductors with 
rectangular cross section shown in Fig. 3. In the inner region power series have 
been applied for the numerical approximation: 

i=O, 1,2, ... NI 
j=O, 2, 4, ... NJ 

In the outer region, a harmonic function set has been applied: 

where R is constant. 
The diinensions are: 

i= 1, 2,3 ... NK 

a=5 mm; b= 10 mm; d= 10 mm; 

Fig. 3 

(79) 

(80) 
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The current density was calculated inside the conductor along the axis x(l) 

at different frequencies. Figs 4 and 5 show the amplitude and the phase angle of 
the current density, respectively. For the sake of comparison, the calculation 
was performed for the case of a single conductor as well. (Figs 6 and 7). In the 
case of a single conductor, these figures point out the skin effect. Namely, with 
increasing frequency, there is a higher rate of skin effect. In the case of a pair of 
coupled conductors, the proximity effect appears from the non-symmetrical 
distribution of current density about the y(l) axis. 

The inner impedance was calculated both for the case of a single 
conductor and a pair of coupled conductors. The real and imaginary parts of 
the impedance have been plotted in Fig. 8 vs. a/~, where the skin depth 

(81) 
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In accordance with the above, both real and imaginary parts of the inner 
impedance of a pair of coupled conductors are seen to exceed those of a single 
conductor. 

Summary 

A numerical method based on variational principle is presented for calculating the electromagnetic 
field and inner impedance of adjacent, coupled conductors of arbitrary cross section. Neither the arbitrary 
cross section nor the proximity effect can be taken into account analytically, imposing to apply a numerical 
variational method. Application of the method is illustrated on a pair of conductors with rectangular cross 
section. The inner impedance and the current density inside the conductors have been calculated and plotted 
at different frequencies. 
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